Thanks for invitation
Thanks to Jad for hosting me
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One of the reporters turned academics…
However, still do journalism, can’t help it
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2 quotes that speak to my approach to study journalism and especially
different disruptions to journalism such as technological or the use of the
journalist as a character à something that affect and perhaps alters the
excisting notions of journalism and the journalistic landscape as such
Now I will just give you some theoretical background before we dig into the
video storytelling and the idea of using yourself as a character
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Ok, now I want to briefly give you some theoretical background to my work
before we dig into some video examples
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1) The persona understood as the public presentation of the self, self staging,
social media branding – also connects to changes in working life, we sell our
personality more and more and perhaps lesser so our talents / experience
- also something that students of journalism probably need to relate to now
and in the future (no one get ”jobs” anymore)
3) Here we have a usage of the persona term as a tool in use to creating a
performance (both a tool and something we can interpretate) à a strategic
way of communicating, the persona has a purpose in the given context
à BUT I will ague that The performances also feeds back on the persona and
is part of the maintaining and ongoing manifestations of the persona. Previous
performance of a persona will affect present and future manifestations of the
persona performances
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1) One basic understanding of the word is as staging, to enter a context
where there is a need to do something and this doing allows for showing
yourself and use yourself in various ways. 2) This understanding highlights the
importance of the agent. Emphazising parts of ones self while leaving other
parts out. That is has some distinctness to it (cannot just change the agent
and end up with the same product…) à it points to the doing itself, the way
something is being done à the showing of the doing
3) “it is a matter of the performer’s not being himself but also not not being
himself” (Schechner) à to practice a version of one’s self within a given
context, try out stuff – jf Auslander take on the persona concept- 4) Connects
to the repetetive in media à genres that appear again and again, weekly
formats, distribution cycles, the institutionalized and medialised setup
5) Archive: enduring materials / steady shapes such as a tv show, a
documentary, an Instagram Story à the container in which the repertoire
gather into a solid shape . Repertoire: pratices / doings à all the ways the self
can be use to become a character à particapte, confess, be playful, be
present (on screen / off screen), behave, feel, think, argue, fight etc.
à Different media materialities attached to each repertoire and to each archive
+ to the mixing of the 2.
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1: (jad qoute) think of what I just said about persona and performance
2: (another jad qoute) only parts of a human can be mediated in the specific
context, certain aspects are emphasized and other aspects downscaled
3: in the pieces where the journalist is hidden, it can become this mysterious,
arbitrary, invisible force that creates a story but once the journalist is a
character; it becomes evident who is making the piece, perhaps also how it is
being done and perhaps even why -à this calls for the need to be very selfcritical and perhaps even demonstrate the self-critical in the piece.
Now; lets see some videos…
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Naghieb Khaja positions himself as a reporter who wants to understand. Who
wants to stay after the other journalists left. But also as a reporter who is
emotional and allows reality to have an affect on him and to show us this effect
à intimacy, humanness
1a: declares he is a character going on a journey, a classic narrative
structure but here in use not with the source as main character but with the
journalist as main character
1b: here we have a layer of meta-communication about the whole concept
of journalist à to enter conflict zones, describe it and leave again
1c: here we see the affective position, and because he feels, he perhaps
also feels on behalf of the viewer
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Uses “I” in the opening voice over --> situates the story with him as part of his
story, personally involved
Also later on in the film he gets more practically involved in the capture of the
dogs à tries it on his own. Participates. And by doing so it also becomes clear
how the method and investigation takes place. This is often an advantage of
doing investigation where you also put yourself in the middle. à here it adds
transparency to the method with which the story is done
à This resonates with the idea of ethnographic journalism (participant
observation, try what the story is about on your own body and mind)
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Perhaps playful is a bad word here actually
3A: here we see an example of the first person POV adding humour and
tempo to the piece. It is less about the host as character but he does as a
certain mood to the piece by for instance having his specific voice over style.
3B: she is not just fly on the wall, she is in the midst of the action and by for
instance shooting in first person pov and declaring “we are journalist” and
pointing the camera towards the soldiers rather than the other journalists, she
emphazies her character in the piece (being a courageous and stubborn war
and conflict reporter who will not yield)
Next: example is “My Uncle Tudor” (personal, confessional, sharing secrets,
giving yourself to the world,
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After 20 years of silence, the filmmaker returns to the house of her greatgrandparents, where, at the age of nine, she faced the abusive sexual
behaviour of her uncle. The long-awaited family gathering contrasts with the
filmmaker's off-screen conversation with her uncle about the harmful events
from her childhood.(Scenen hvor hun konfronterer onklen, off-screen men
stadig meget intimt og confeesionalt
This is not so common in traditional news reporting or journalism per se but
more often seen in documentaries and hybrid formats. However, we do see
more journalists share their own experiences when digging into topics.
Recently we had an example about being addicted to your phone and here the
journalist very much use her own addiction to her phone and how it was the
first thing she did in the morning and the last before going to sleep (don’t we all
know this…?) J
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Similar to the personal self but with a more declared goal of being activist,
creating interventions, often again involving yourself but not necessarily by
being personal, intimate, confessional, more in terms of a political mission, a
desire to intervene and change things
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I have shown examples from most types today. However, not the portraying
self:
- particularly useful when portraying another person
- use relations - what the person does to you, how does the person make you
feel, think, behave, etc
- interactions and relations as driving forces
Often the types overlap but it is still worthwhile to consider what type(s) is most
suitable for the material and what you want to do with the piece
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1: what kind of development will the journalist character go through? What is
the self narrative
2: What kind of spaces will the journalist character occupy and what kind of
actions will the character do there?
3: how will the journalist character interact and relate to the other sources in
the piece?
4: what kind of style will the piece have, for instance First Person POV, will the
journalist character be on screen / off screen
This is a model you can use in the early phases. When you research your
story and when you start storyboarding it.
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These are things to consider even earlier. When you start considering whether
or not this is a first person story – or if it is better told as something else.
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Some of the advantages in using yourself in the story
1: getting closer
2: building trust by letting the viewer know a little bit more about you,
friendship?
3: letting the viewer know about the method in use in the journalism being
made (front stage / back stage)
4: let them feel you, let them see you as a human (could you help improve the
problem with lack of trust of the media?)
5: a tool just like any other such as editing, sounds, light, camera work etc.
BUT a tool that allows for more complex narratives
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1: What happens with objectivity, neutrality, fairness etc à and is that a
problem that it is replaced by subjectivity, emotion, perhaps opinion? Is it just
another kind of authority that is created when the journalist is a character?
2: One more take care not to become to focused on telling your own story and
for instance not letting the sources voice themselves extensiveily.
3: here I believe it is of utmost importance to also be self-critical. To actually do
to yourself what you would normally do to other sources; assess them
critically, check facts etc. à because it is still journalism we do albeit a
different kind of journalism (hybridity, convergence not only of technologies but
of fields as well)
4: this distinction can be useful à private only for you to care (diary) personal
as a means to speak about something tha is likely universal or at least
resonates with being human
Bear in mind that it is not a one size fits all solution, often it is perhaps better
not to become a character and let the other characters have their stories to
themselves. Not pollute the story.
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I will perhaps see some of you this afternoon when I do a coaching session
and respond to the different story ideas you may have
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